THE SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR GROUP SUBMITS THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR FOR Thursday, March 5, 2020

CS/CS/SB 70 GB by Appropriations  (Filed by Book)
(Similar CS/CS/H 00023)
Alert Systems in Public Schools

SB 72 GB by Stargel – if received
(Compare CS/CS/H 00613, CS/S 01402)
Postsecondary Education

CS/CS/SB 122 GB by Appropriations  (Filed by Rouson)
(Compare CS/H 00043, CS/CS/H 07063, H 07085, CS/S 01548)
Child Welfare

CS/CS/SB 178 GB by Appropriations  (Filed by Rodriguez)
(Similar CS/H 00579)
Public Financing of Construction Projects

CS/CS/SR 214 SR by Judiciary  (Filed by Rodriguez)
(Compare H 00051)
Philosophies that Espouse Superiority

CS/SB 290 GB by Judiciary  (Filed by Hooper)
(Identical CS/H 00037)
School Bus Safety

SB 510 GB by Wright
(Identical CS/H 00333)
Bail Pending Appellate Review

CS/CS/SB 538 GB by Community Affairs  (Filed by Diaz)
(Similar CS/CS/H 00865)
Emergency Reporting

CS/CS/SB 664 GB by Commerce and Tourism  (Filed by Lee) – if received
(Compare CS/H 01265, S 01822)
Verification of Employment Eligibility
CS/CS/SB 712  GB by Appropriations  (Filed by Mayfield)  
(Similar CS/H 01343, Compare H 00153, H 00405, CS/CS/H 01091, H 01199, CS/H 01363, S 00640, S 00686, CS/S 01382, CS/CS/S 01450)  
Environmental Resource Management  

CS/CS/SB 728  GB by Criminal Justice  (Filed by Stargel) – if received  
(Compare CS/CS/H 00311)  
Threats  

SB 738  GB by Harrell– if received  
(Similar CS/H 00393)  
Jury Service  

CS/CS/SB 752  GB by Community Affairs  (Filed by Bean)  
(Identical CS/H 00705)  
Emergency Sheltering of Persons with Pets  

CS/SB 822  GB by Governmental Oversight and Accountability  (Filed by Albritton)  
(Identical CS/H 00659)  
Drones  

CS/SB 898  GB by Banking and Insurance  (Filed by Gruters)  
(Identical CS/H 00529)  
Insurance Guaranty Associations  

CS/SB 1050  GB by Governmental Oversight and Accountability  (Filed by Diaz)  
(Identical CS/CS/H 01181)  
Disaster Volunteer Leave for State Employees  

CS/CS/SB 1060  GB by Rules  (Filed by Thurston) – if received  
(Similar CS/CS/H 00755)  
Public Records and Meetings/911, E911, or Public Safety Radio Communication System  

SB 1080  GB by Perry  
(Similar H 00743)  
Nonopioid Alternatives  

CS/SB 1082  GB by Agriculture  (Filed by Albritton)  
(Similar CS/CS/H 00241)  
Domestic Violence Injunctions
CS/SB 1148  GB by Infrastructure and Security  (Filed by Brandes)  
(Similar CS/CS/H 00971)  
Electric Bicycles  

CS/CS/SB 1166  GB by Appropriations  (Filed by Albritton)  
(Similar CS/H 00969, Compare H 01309, S 01776)  
Broadband Internet Service  

CS/SB 1258  GB by Community Affairs  (Filed by Diaz) – if received  
(Similar CS/CS/H 00915)  
Commercial Service Airports  

CS/CS/SB 1270  GB by Community Affairs  (Filed by Lee)  
(Similar H 01113, Compare CS/CS/H 01111)  
Fiduciary Duty of Care for Appointed Public Officials and Executive Officers  

SB 1272  GB by Montford  
Statewide Emergency Shelter Task Force  

CS/SB 1296  GB by Health Policy  (Filed by Berman) – if received  
(Compare CS/CS/CS/H 00713, CS/H 01461, CS/CS/S 00230)  
Health Access Dental Licenses  

CS/SB 1466  GB by Governmental Oversight and Accountability  (Filed by Baxley)  
(Compare H 00855)  
Government Accountability  

SB 1542  GB by Stargel – if received  
(Similar CS/H 00835)  
Alzheimer's Disease  

CS/CS/SB 1552  GB by Appropriations  (Filed by Flores)  
(Compare CS/H 01055, S 07028)  
Law Enforcement Activities  

CS/SR 1572  SR by Infrastructure and Security  (Filed by Stewart)  
Climate Change  

CS/SB 1582  GB by Commerce and Tourism  (Filed by Simmons)  
(Similar CS/H 00741)  
Asbestos Trust Claims
CS/CS/SB 1628  GB by Appropriations (Filed by Book)  
(Similar CS/CS/H 01213)  
Holocaust Education

SB 7000  GB by Children, Families, and Elder Affairs  
Reporting Abuse, Abandonment, and Neglect

SB 7002  GB by Children, Families, and Elder Affairs  
(Identical H 07023)  
OGSR/State Child Abuse Death Review Committee

SB 7016  GB by Infrastructure and Security  
(Identical H 01073, Compare CS/H 00579)  
Statewide Office of Resiliency

SB 7020  GB by Infrastructure and Security  
(Compare CS/S 07018)  
Emergency Staging Areas

CS/CS/SB 7040  GB by Appropriations (Filed by Education)  
(Compare CS/H 07065, S 00062, CS/S 01062)  
Implementation of the Recommendations of the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School Public Safety Commission

SB 7048  GB by Infrastructure and Security  
Public Records/Public Shelter Space

SB 7056  GB by Governmental Oversight and Accountability  
(Compare S 07030)  
Public Records/Active Threat Assessment and Management Records